
SET 2IN1:
 lightweight aluminum frame with Wheel
 carrycot version
 seating unit
 mummy bag
 leg cover for carrycot and seating unit versions
 closing shopping basket
 rain cover
 mosquito net
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
 car seat in color of the pram
 universal sleeping bag
 umbrella in color of the pram
 gloves
 adapters for car seat of other producers
SPECIFICATION 
 Lightweight aluminum frame
 Safety system preventing from folding the frame by itself
 Innovative plug in system “Max-Klik”
 Modern anti-shock system
 Central brake
 Gel wheels
 Handle for caring folded frame
 Height adjustable eco-leather wrapped handle
 Swivel front wheels with go straight blockade 
 Reversible carrycot and seating unit
 Carrycot and seating unit comes with multilevel adjustable 

canopy
 Adjustable back rest in carrycot and seating unit to lie flat 

position
 Adjustable 5-point harness with height adjusting
 Fabric mattress for carrycot version
 Detachable eco-leather wrapped safety barrier 
 Adjustable foot rest made of eco-leather to prevent from dirt
 Ventilation in carrycot and seating unit

TIME FLIES.
TRUE MOMENTS 
STAY FOREVER. bold

fashionable
durable
invictus

V-PLUS is a unique pram combining incredible 
design, modern technical solutions, quality and 
durability in every terrain. Model V-PLUS is 
dedicated for very demanding customers, 
appreciating modernity, design and style and the 
newest technologies of making articles for 
children. 

                            is a synonym of the product made 
with love for children. Great care put into making 
of all elements provides maximum safety of the 
child. The pram was designed so it runs on many 
di�erent terrains in a city and a country side. It's 
wide usage and plenty of functions allow for 
easier and faster folding to small size.
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colors available

 accessories 

umbrella gloves

universal sleeping bag

ISOFIX base

carrycot version

central brake

swivel front 
wheels

adjustable eco-leather
 wrapped handle

sea�ng unit
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